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Spring Clean
a letter from tzelan

w e w e l c o m e yo u to part one of our brand renewal, a brutal yet
rewarding process ushered in with the latest installment of our TFQ publication.
This ninth issue celebrates spring, and is anchored by the spirit of the fire

F
F

rooster and its call to dawn’s first light. It draws from the shadows and shows
us the infinite possibilities and beginnings that each new day brings.
or the past two years, we have been committed

to contribute to an organization that has grown to be one of the

to creating a unique perspective, one that is

largest funders of HIV/AIDS service and education in the United

characterized by strength, expression and

States, and equally energized to rally our network of collaborators

culture. We view these to be the building blocks

to help celebrate the cause with our "Reflections" booth (pg. 6, 18).

necessary to designing relevant and impactful brand architecture
that will sustain itself and last far past our modern day.

We also found ourselves back on the tarmac, looking towards
travel to fuel our soul. This season, we went to Milan for Salone del

The foundation of tzelan was also laid in reverence to craft. We

Mobile, and journeyed to Promemoria's home, courtesy of Romeo

sought to find a meaningful solution to how we could best marry

Sozzi. Afterwards, we headed to Lake Como, a place full of lasting,

craft with commerciality, and continue to answer the call by

indelible inspirations despite the brevity of our sojourn (pg. 12).

building relationships with the world’s most exceptional local and

Once back home in New York, we also caught up with parchment

global artisans, the latest of whom is heritage company Hankook,

artist Ellen Sigunik (pg. 14), the founder of Sigunik Studio in the

proud producers of Korean fine-bone china (see page across). I

Hudson Valley, to learn just how her surroundings inform her craft.

am also pleased to announce that our

Presenting our latest h e r i t a g e p a r t n e r s h i p
"Hankook is a third generation, family-owned company founded in 1943 by my great grandfather. We have a long history and are
deeply committed to quality, craftsmanship and attention to detail. I have always been intrigued by the ceramics we produce and the
way that natural soil is transformed into beautiful pieces of art, which we use in our everyday lives. Everyone at our company shares
this passion, and we are beyond excited to offer our skills to develop new product with our partners at Tzelan and Steelite."
– j a c k i e k i m , Hankook

other partners at Steelite International,

With all this in mind, we welcome spring

the industry’s leading service supplier,

and the transformative change it will bring.

will globally distribute our Hankook

There is no doubt that the creative industry

collaboration.

is shifting dramatically as brands become
their own media houses, and media

Partnership and connectivity remain the

houses become their own points of sale.

top pillars of our value system, which

While we keep our eyes on the horizon

is why we were especially honored to

and wait patiently for the dust to settle,

participate in this year's Design Industries

we are committed to using collaboration

Foundation for Fighting Aids’ (DIFFA)

as a tool for constant innovation and

Dining by Design event alongside industry

uniqueness. We have faith in our partners

luminaries like Ralph Lauren Home,

and ourselves to look past our self-limiting

Twyla, Gensler and the Rockwell Group, to

beliefs, and to create higher levels of

name a few. We were humbled to be able

product in the world we live in.

Distributed by:

Alison & Tammy
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latest creation

Tzelan's trumpet-silhouetted hooks, whose curves were first inspired by mid-century Venetian
door knobs, get a modern makeover by leatherwork artist Christina Antonio. Antonio,
who masterfully hand wraps and stitches each solid white bronze peg to completion in her
New York studio, adds an extra layer of texture, patina and charm with signature flair.
Tzelan's leather-wrapped hooks will be available to purchase on tzelan.com and through select
retailers. Finishes include black leather with white stitching, white leather with black stitching,
burgundy with white stitching (shown), evergreen leather with white stitching (shown), and
camel leather with white stitching. For further inquiries, please email tzelan@tzelan.com.
W W W.MECOX.COM | W W W.TZEL AN.COM
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Tzelan had the distinct pleasure of partnering with premier wholesale distributors Steelite International and Materials Inc. to present our
“Reflections” booth concept at the 20th Annual Dining by Design event hosted by DIFFA: Design Industries Foundation Fighting AIDS.
“Reflections,” which is prominently featured on pg. 18, celebrated the subtle harmony of the natural world order, welcoming realignment
and restoration among the five prevailing elements found in ancient Chinese philosophy: wood, fire, earth, metal and water. But the event
wasn’t just about concepts and ideas. It included a unique dynamic that brought together brilliant, inspired people throughout our field
of hospitality and design. Here, tzelan’s Alison Chi rounds up her most meaningful moments from the charitable event:

"There are simply no words to express the love I have for all of those at Farrington
Construction, based in Flushing, New York, who, despite having lost a day for
installation due to massive snowfall, brought their best foot forward the day following to
build our booth in only 16 hours."

"I am forever indebted to my collaborators: the teams at Steelite International,
Materials Inc., artist Kia Pedersen, tzelan partner Robert Louey and his
children Evan and Giselle, my mother Tammy Chou, tzelan’s ultimate
inspiration, and the entire group at Brandman PR."

"The creativity of all the participants in this year’s event, from Gensler to Knoll, was unparalleled.
It was such a privilege to watch everyone’s process come to life."

"Another memorable moment was generously given to us by GK Framing, who made
custom frames for us, including one with our family’s late Jack Russell terrier Bubbles."

"All of the wonderful DIFFA volunteers made the days we spent going to
Pier 92 feel like a temporary home, thank you for your kindness."

"We were blown away by the range of visitors to our installation and are grateful
to each and every one of them for sharing their time with us."

From top to bottom, right to left: The sleek look of New York School of Interior Design's Dining by Design booth; a neon light detail from
AJ Madison & Viking Range + ODA New York; the collaborative booth of design and textile firm Sunbrella and home goods company Coral &
Tusk; artist Kia Pedersen lounges back surrounded by creations of Gensler and Roche Bobois; tzelan's Alison Chi with Kia Pedersen (middle)
and the Materials Inc. team; Alison Chi and Voutsa's George Venson; tzelan's Robert Louey nestled between his children Giselle and Evan;

"Lastly, the Dining by Design cocktail and gala was a great chance for all of us to

tzelan's inspiration Tammy Chou grooves for a cause.

come together, let loose, and see the installations come to life."
6
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musings

“What you see with your eyes today,” says Valentina De Santis, CEO
of the Grand Hotel Tremezzo in Lake Como, “is what people saw
centuries ago.” Valentina is referring to the lakeside view, of course,
and the sense of time and grandeur one feels upon visiting the upscale
resort area in Northern Italy’s Lombardy region. For centuries, these
natural surroundings have captured the attention of European
royals, aristocrats and members of the global elite. The panoramic
landscape, dramatic and unfettered, has withstood the test of time,
the foothills of the Bergamo Alps staggering in the distance.
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“Lake Como is certainly evolving,” she continues. “It’s the kind of place that’s
trying to reinvent itself to follow the pace of modern times, but ironically,
stands still. Tourism in Lake Como, in terms of interest from international
travelers, was born at the end of the 19th century. When you come here today
and go around the lake, you live as they did. The houses are the same, the
villas are preserved… you can really breathe in the heritage.”
What does heritage mean to Valentina? “It’s something that’s very,

were really very passionate, traveling all over the world, participat-

very linked to a family story. The Grand Hotel Tremezzo has always

ing in the expos… then, the hotel even had two elevators, one with

been family owned, not only by my own, but by others, which makes

a panoramic view taking you up from the street to the main lobby.

it different,” she explains. “To copy anything in any other part of the

The hotel’s sign was also made with bolts. It was always classic but

world, and to do it in exactly the same way, would be impossible.

very ahead of its time, and that is a tradition we continue today.”

Heritage is completely unique in that way… to not only live in the
now, the present, but to jump to the past. Not only is it really special,

Communicating the Grand Hotel Tremezzo’s heritage is one of the

it’s an added layer to a guest’s experience.”

De Santis family’s greatest pleasures, but Valentina is equally proud
of the hotel’s modern amenities and comforts. “We aren’t trying to

Valentina’s family, whose background is firmly rooted in the region,

be a museum,” she quips. The property boasts three unique pools,

purchased the iconic Grand Hotel Tremezzo in 1973. But its origins

an exclusive private beach, over 20,000 square meters of private

date further back, to 1910, when Enea Gandola, a gentleman from

grounds, an ESPA spa and hammam, a yoga studio and marina, to

Bellagio, and his wife Maria Orsolini, first opened the authentic art

name a few. It’s this modern mix of offerings that enables Valentina

nouveau palace. Together, the Gandolas sought to create a world-

to keep her regular, savvy clientele, and to draw in a younger, more

class hotel to accommodate the worldly travelers of their time,

diverse crowd.

choosing to place it at the confluence of the lake’s two branches,
adjacent to Villa Carlotta’s famed museum and botanical gardens.

She readily attributes her love for Lake Como as source for her on-

Later, in the 1930’s, following the post-war lull, the hotel was pur-

going motivation. “It’s a very easy place to fall in love with,” she

chased by the Sampietro family, who transformed the brand into a

says. “We do everything with our heart because we love it, and it’s

global phenomenon.

something that’s a part of my family and DNA. It’s second nature,
as Italians, to be hospitable, and we love meeting new people. It’s

10

For decades now, Valentina and her family continue to run the hotel

also one of the most important and beautiful things you can do

in the Italian tradition: with one foot steeped in the preservation

in life. I get to welcome guests from all over the world and share

of its past rituals and traditions, and with one foot deftly forward,

my passion and love for the hotel, and vice versa. I learn from my

towards the 21st century’s increased innovations and demands. “I

guest’s thoughts, ideas and experiences, which is beyond enriching.

always ask, ‘How do we stay modern but remain the same?’” she

When you can combine the passion of what you do, who you are,

Page across, from left to right: The Grand Hotel Tremezzo, as it stands today, and how it stood before. This page, from top to bottom, left

says. “I was very impressed the first time I read the history of the

and where you came from, and to learn from others the exact same,

to right: The hotel's regal lobby; the flower pool, with the Italian alps as backdrop; a glimpse of Suite Maria's bedroom and terrace; blooms

hotel—it was always super modern. The founders, the Gandolas,

well, that’s nothing short of magic.”

within the hotel's impressive 20,000 square meter grounds; a plunge pool on the lake eagerly awaits guests.
11
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From top to bottom, left to right: Cascading rainfall at Kohler's Salone Del Mobile event at the Bagatti Valsecchi museum; details of Kohler
product and evergreens; Kohler's Annie Simbeeloong with Tony and Alison Chi; the Ongo Grande at Euroluce 2017; a nostalgic snap of Lake
Como; a green lawn from the Grand Hotel Tremezzo; tzelan's Tammy Chou and Viola Kuan on a tour of Lake Como; a whimsical fountain
from the Grand Hotel Tremezzo.
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n the way to Milan you may as well toss what

architect Derek Castiglioni, commanded noteworthy attention.

you think is an airtight, properly planned

agenda right out the airplane window. The

After a few days soaking up the furniture fair, we journeyed north

city's energy is simply too dominating, and

to Lake Como, but not before stopping by the Promemoria factory

the only way to survive it is to go with the flow

for an intimate tour with designer Romeo Sozzi himself. It was

and let the week take you for a ride.

entrancing to watch him share his passion and dedication and his
tremendous attention to detail, where perfection reigns supreme.

You will be late to every event and follow through with a fraction

We lunched in his chef's kitchen and sipped on grappa as the

of what you had set out to see, but that’s ok. In fact, once you do

afternoon sun reared its head through the skylight, shining down

surrender and let go, you're free to capture a glimpse of the

on draped white linens.

industry’s landscape from an eagle eye’s view and see how all the
parts work together and against each other, in a terrifying and

Our journey continued onwards with a visit to Patricia Urquiola's

electrifying way.

new Il Sereno Hotel. Perched upon the shore of Lake Como,
the space was a testament to the contemporary look and feel of

Since we first launched our Ongo Lamp with Contardi at Euroluce

Urquiola's many product designs. But, it wasn’t until we arrived to

Milan in 2015, we have come to cherish our annual sojourn to Salone

the Grand Hotel Tremezzo that we finally felt at home.

del Mobile every April. This year, we traveled as family, with Alison
Chi, her parents Tammy Chou and designer Tony Chi, Viola Kuan,

Greeted with a warm welcome and embrace by the enigmatic

the doyenne of luxury linens, and Taiwanese architect Ray Chen.

Valentina De Santis, the hotel’s CEO, who runs the family property,

We introduced another iteration of the Ongo Grande desk lamp,

we spent mornings lakeside drinking in the surroundings (and our

complete with a tilt feature, marking another fruitful collaboration

espresso), and engaging in meaningful conversations and exchange

with our partners at Contardi.

throughout the days and evenings, our minds, bodies and souls
completely satiated, steeped in the knowledge and history of the

We also visited our friends at legacy living company Kohler.

property we were living in. This must be what the Italians call la

Their breathtaking installation, where cascading rain fell on an

dolce vita.

evergreen terrace, was housed at the historical Bagatti Valsecchi

12

museum. The combination of a vertical garden, shagreen art and

To know more about the Grand Hotel Tremezzo and Valentina De

Kohler product, designed in collaboration with Milanese landscape

Santis, please turn to our “Musings” profile on pg. 8.
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portrait of an artist

“The Hudson Valley and its surrounding woods were always such a beautiful and
serene place to grow up,” Ellen Sigunik, founder of Sigunik Studio, tells us of
Cragsmoor, the mountain top hamlet in the Hudson Valley where she was raised.

14

For Sigunik, making a career through the artful application of her-

But Sigunik didn’t return to the Hudson Valley until a longtime

itage handmade Pergamena parchment to interiors, furniture and

friend, Jesse Meyer, asked her to assist at his family tannery, Perga-

decorative art was never intended (she first studied photography).

mena, a leader in parchment and leathers whose history dates back

But it’s no surprise that her formative inspirations as a youth have

to 1550. “He had a large order to produce parchment for the interior

beckoned her back to the Hudson Valley, where her atelier, Sigunik

room of the Royal Palace of Qatar,” Sigunik explains. “It was then

Studio, has been operating for years.

that I began learning the trade of parchment-making.”

“I also had my parents’ ceramic studios to keep me engaged and to

For those who need a primer, parchment is a stiff, flat, and thinly

encourage my creativity,” she continues, referring to her mother, a

prepared animal skin usually derived from fish, reptiles and wild

sculptor, and her father, a painter, who always ensured that Sigunik

game to common farm animals—it is untanned and dried under

had an abundance of materials to explore. Her artistic curiosity later

tension, and allows for myriad uses, including the applied arts,

drew her to Livorno, Italy, where she studied at the Liceo Artistico,

which Sigunik Studio specializes in. Most recently, Sigunik was

and learned to develop an appreciation for photography along with

commissioned to work alongside tzelan in the creation of a parch-

a profound love for the creative process. Formative experiences also

ment waste bin. Inspired by the beautiful simplicity of legendary

include brief trips to Kenya, and later, study at the School of Visual

designer Jean-Michel Frank, “the concept seemed straightforward

Arts in New York.

at first glance,” Sigunik recalls. “But as I started to work out the pro-

15
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Beyond unique: a pig bladder parchment vessel with a brass clasp from Sigunik Studio.

"Parchment always retains its animal character, and I pay close
attention to the markings of every hide as I am working, and try
to honor this reality—it’s important to me that I remain aware
that this is a preserved state of casing that was once a life."

16

Ellen Sigunik, founder of Sigunik Studio, bases her operation in the Hudson Valley.
markings of every hide as I am working, and try to honor this reali-

provide. There is usually a period of working through the design

ty—it’s important to me that I remain aware that this is a preserved

and making adjustments according to the parameters of parchment

state of casing that was once a life.

and ensuring its integrity. Often parchment is thought of as being

How did you develop your craft and technique, and learn to master it?

similar to leather or paper, but it does not behave like either, so

Mastery is a big word. It has taken over ten years for me to feel ade-

some design alterations are usually necessary. Once all approvals

quately versed, and it will take many more to be able to realize some

are made, it comes down to scheduling and production.

of the more complex design ideas I have. Parchment is a raw mate-

Is there one thing you love to apply parchment

rial that is very hygroscopic and readily reacts to its environment.

to more so than others?

It can be tamed, but not entirely controlled, and continues to keep

I love making parchment out of the unexpected, like local fish, or

cess for creating the form, I realized the compound curves of each

people in the arts and design industries. There’s an incredibly strong

me humble. It is a lot like learning how to dance with your partner,

casings and organs that one wouldn’t think possible to make so

side and how they joined together would require some ingenuity.”

community of industrial designers, fine and decorative artists, pho-

and move together gracefully. I have spent a lot of time, and still do,

beautiful and permanent. Making beautiful objects that have an

“I ended up reverse engineering the form with a block of foam

tographers, filmmakers, furniture makers, and so on. I also work

studying cause and reaction, and how the substrate, underlayments,

element of mystery from these unlikely raw materials is an accom-

to figure out exactly what each side would look like, and how they

directly with a blacksmith, a bookbinder, several furniture makers,

glues and parchment all work together. Every hide responds a little

plishment that is infrequent, but very valuable to me. I also love to

would be joined,” she continues. “I explored different substrate

finishers and a CNC machine shop—being in close proximity to

differently, and there are so many variables that can contribute to its

make work that excites my client, and that we can share passion for…

material options, keeping in mind that we would need to be able to

the Pergamena tannery is also invaluable. It’s the community that

behavior… it has served me well to have learned the science behind

it doesn’t matter whether I am making wall panels or a credenza, I

produce these in quantities. In sum, working with tzelan brought

keeps my spirit alive.

the material.

feel purpose in knowing the work will be appreciated.

about a very satisfying challenge, and breathed new life into an ob-

What was it about parchment specifically that

How important is the preservation of traditional

Parchment dates back to Ancient Greece. Are there any artifacts or

ject of historical relevance. I look forward to developing the design

lured you in all those years ago?

artisanship and craft in the design industry?

parchment pieces throughout history that are among your favorites?

even further.”

I have always been drawn to working with organic materials. As

It would take volumes to properly explore this question. To over

I spent my childhood marveling at the ancient Egyptian artifacts,

Here, tzelan catches up with Ellen Sigunik in the Hudson Valley,

a child, my dad and I used to tumble rocks and carve bone, while

simplify, discovery is the foundation of tradition, and that is

and although they are rarely made of parchment, these remain my

and asks her to divulge stimulating insights into the process of mas-

living in Kenya taught me the importance of using every part of

the basis for exploration and the creation of new tradition,

strongest influences. I strive for such beauty and depth in every-

tering a craft, the inspiring community where she’s based, and her

an animal and not letting anything go to waste. I am inspired by

which is the foundation of growth in any discipline. I think that a

thing I do. Parchment bound books and manuscripts that have been

favorite parchment products throughout history.

the stories surfaces can tell us about history. Unlike leather that has

knowledge of tradition is integral to the pursuit of any profession,

handled, written upon, scraped and reused, remind me of how valu-

What is it like to be based in the Hudson Valley?

been tanned, which swells its fibers and transforms its structure,

including design.

able parchment was. Some have even been stitched to repair the

Newburgh is a small city on the Hudson River that’s especially in-

parchment is chemically unaltered. It is stretched, scraped and

What is your approach to each new project and product?

holes. These are some of my favorite parchment artifacts. In inte-

teresting. We live in a culturally diverse, urban environment, sur-

dried under tension, a preservation technique like mummification.

I begin each project by learning as much about the entire scope of

rior design, the art deco beds, like the Arbus ‘Bateau’ daybed, and

rounded by swimming holes and farmland. It’s a very unique expe-

Its markings reveal so much of its anatomy and history, and if cared

the project as possible, and understanding my clients’ tastes. I try to

the Ulrich sleigh bed are very impressive pieces of the traditional

rience of the Hudson Valley than the mountain community I grew

for, will remain unchanged to tell its story indefinitely. Parchment

gather information surrounding the project, like reference images

applications, and I do love the clean lines of much of Jean-Michel

up in. It has its own architectural history, and has attracted a lot of

always retains its animal character, and I pay close attention to the

and other specified materials, and gauging reactions to samples I

Franks design that incorporate parchment.
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"Reflections," a partnership among global lifestyle brand tzelan and premier

09

wholesale distributors Steelite International and Materials Inc., celebrated the harmony

07

of the five prevailing elements found in ancient Chinese philosophy: w o o d , f i r e ,
e a r t h , m e t a l , and wa t e r . Presented at DIFFA's 20th Annual Dining by Design,
the booth drew parallels to the fabric of humanity, and how friends and family of all
backgrounds and beliefs are able to weave a strong, vibrant and textured tapestry.
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Star Stick Chandelier
by o ' l a m p i a

05

Kia Plates

by t z ela n x

t h a n k yo u to all our c o l l a b o r a t o r s :

h a n ko o k

02

Picture Frames

Edwardian Flair

08

07

by g k

framing

/

reflectel

Ongo Lamp

d e s i g n e d by j e s s i c a

corr

for t zelan

d i s t r i b u t e d by s t e e l i t e

m a n u f a c t u r e d by c o n t a r d i
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Shaker Coat Pegs
by t z ela n

03

Octave Dish

d e s i g n e d by j e s s i c a

corr

by t zelan

Koi Napkins
by v o u t s a

Silver Goblets

by r o b b e &

berking

08

Patina Panels
by t zelan

d i s t r i b u t e d by m a t e r i a l s
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for t zelan

04

Leather Tablecloth
from m o o r e &

giles

inc.

12

Wood Plank Flooring
by m a t e r i a l s

inc.

d i s t r i b u t e d by s t e e l i t e
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t z e l a n is a New York-based design and lifestyle brand
with roots in luxury hospitality and interior furnishings.
We work with the world’s leading creatives and
manufacturing partners to produce collections of beautiful,
everyday objects that celebrate life's ritual pleasures.

MA NAGI NG DIRE CTOR A L I S O N C H I

CON TE N T E L I Z A B E T H P E N G

BRA ND DI RECTOR R O B E R T L O U E Y

D E SIGN E R G E R A L D M O R I N

I NSPIRATION T A M M Y C H O U

P RIN TE R C O N C E P T P R E S S I N C .

S P EC I A L T H A NK S :
COLLABORATORS

A ST RID DE S AIN T AN T HOST
LE STUDIO ANTHOST
VA L E N T I N A D E S A N T I S,
GR AND HOTEL TREMEZZO
JACKIE KIM
HANKOOK
EL L EN SIGUNIK,
SIGUNIK STUDIO

COVE R IM AGE :

GR AND HOT EL T REMEZ ZO

We welcome you to
visit t zelan house.
for appointments: w
t
e
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:: www.tzelan.com
:: 1 212 465 1109
:: tzelan@tzelan.com
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The Carlyle Collection
before we say goodbye

Proudly heralding the herringbone pattern, tzelan's Carlyle Collection of artisan paper boxes
boasts a timeless modernity. The herringbone, whose history dates back to ancient Egypt for
its use in jewelry and textiles among the ruling elite, is updated in fine black and white lines,
and inked on craftedWW German paper. Each box is hand wrapped with an interior lining in
brilliant shades of cadmium yellow, and cultivates the elegant spirit of uptown New York.
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